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INTRODUCTION
Jurassic World is a well-established theme park in Costa Rica, but it faces fierce
competition in this segment. Novelties and innovation are a must, and Jurassic World
boasts both.
Upon request from InGen’s board of directors led by Mr. Simon Masrani, Dr. Wu, the
geneticist at the origin of Jurassic Park and Jurassic World, designed a creature
responding to their specifications of a Woaaaaw Dinosaur. The obvious choice was
a dangerous predator, but existing ones were already known by the public or not as
impressive as the Tyrannosaurus rex.
The feat of creating such a hybrid made it necessary to push the limit of genetics by
blending various genes of the most dangerous and cunning carnivorous Dinosaurs
with batrachians to fill the gaps, boost growth, and adapt the animal to the tropical
climate. Among these genes, the obvious ones were Tyrannosaurus, Gigantosaurus, and
Velociraptors.
The result exceeds all expectations; it surpasses Tyrannosaurus rex in every way, and
with high intelligence on top of the rest. This killing machine is made to impress and
captivate the audience, with the explicit aim of drawing flows of visitors into the park.
Dr. Wu kept his genetic “recipe” secret and delivered two living offspring; the strongest
rapidly devoured the weakest foreshadowing its violent nature.
InGen is fully satisfied with the Indominus rex and the marketing campaign has been
initiated.
The Asset Containment Unit (ACU), the elite Units specialized in catching escaped
Dinosaurs, is resting and enjoying another perfect day on Isla Nublar. The alarm abruptly
breaks the tranquility and the mood alike. An asset has broken its containment. The
Dinosaur is an Apex Predator, and it seems a loss of life has already occurred.
On the slopes of Mount Sibo, the Indominus rex raises its large head and sniffs the air in
the direction of the park lying below. Its quest for Supremacy has begun.

Supremacy expansion introduces a new set of rules for narrative and free play:

Coop/Solo Mode and AI Management
Supremacy expansion introduces the cooperative and solo mode to Jurassic World
Miniature Game. This box features Artificial Intelligence (AI) Objective cards and Action
cards for Tyrannosaurus rex and Indominus rex. Further expansions will make new
Dinosaurs available following the same rules.
Refer to scenario for the cards to select for each deck. In case AI Action cards are not
specifically listed, take all the cards without the claw marks in the background to build
the deck and shuffle them.
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AI Action card
AI Action cards are divided in two types:
•

Regular cards are standard AI Action
cards generally used at start of
scenario for AI Unit.

•

Rampage cards are upgraded cards
compared to Regular ones. They are
unlocked when spending Experience
points during a campaign (refer to
campaign rules below), or when the
Double Health Bar option is activated
(refer to Double Health Bar).

Faction icon

Initiative value
of the card
Card Title
Validity Conditions:
If one of the situations presented
is the current game situation, draw
another card.
Activation conditions:
Check which condition is valid.
If more than one condition is met,
always select the first one.
Effects:
Apply the Effect that matches
the valid Activation condition.
Ignore the other effects
When it moves, an AI unit always
Pushes the Enemy Units Back in its
path, unless otherwise specified.

Unit type

Initiative value
of the card

Combo:
Normally add any combo
bonus to skill tests.

REGULAR CARD

RAMPAGE CARD

Background has
no claw marks

Background has
claw marks

AI Objective card
Objective type:
It depends on the scenario. Each type
includes 2 cards with the same title.
General condition for card activation:
Check the current situation of the
game and pick the AI Objective Card
that corresponds to it.

Conditions of activation of the effect:
Select the valid condition.
If more than one condition is met,
always select the first valid one.
Apply the instructions in order.
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Scenario Setup
Read the Coop/Solo section of the selected scenario.
Pick the Objective IA Cards corresponding to the scenario.
Pick and set up Unit boards and card Decks as instructed.
One of the players (preferably the one with the least Units on the board or the most experience on the game) should be selected to
manage the AI Units.

During the Game
The turn sequence is altered this way for AI Units:

I. Initiative Phase

II. Action Phase

1.	 At beginning of a turn, before players
draw their cards.

1. Check the Initiative score for each Unit
as usual, including the AI Units. In case of a
tie, perform a coin toss with the tiebreaker
coin. If the AI wins, it always starts first.

AI Action cards in the Active card slot and
Combo stack must be rearranged. The
cards with combo enders are placed at the
bottom of the stack with priority on Melee
Attack for Carnivores and Defensive skills
for Herbivores.
Action cards in the Idle card slot are
discarded.
2.	 For each AI Unit, one player draws the
number of Action cards indicated on the
Unit board +1 and keeps them face down.
3.	 Still face down, the player places the
Action card with the highest Initiative
score in the Active card slot. In case of a
tie, randomly choose a card between those
tied. The remaining cards are placed in the
Idle card slot face down.
4.	Finally, discard any Action card
exceeding the watermark of the Combo
stack from bottom to top.

2. Upon Activating an AI Unit, check the
AI Objective cards and take the one that
corresponds to the situation (relative
position to Enemy Unit or from the
Objective, etc.). Reveal the current Active
card and check if its Activation Condition
is valid. If yes, keep the card and go to step
4. If no, discard the card and go to step 3.
3. Check the pile in the Idle card slot. Pick the
one which suits the best the instructions
on the AI Objective card regardless of the
Initiative score. If there are several cards,
take the one with the lowest Initiative
(if still tied choose randomly). Place the
selected one in the Active card slot and the
others back in the Idle card slot.
4. Perform the Activation normally following
the target priority required in the AI Objective
card. If not defined, the AI Unit targets the
Unit from which it suffered the most damage.
If more than one target meets the conditions
of the AI Condition card, the AI Unit targets
the closest Unit at the start of its Activation.
5. Double Activation: refer p7 if the AI Unit
has this enhancement, otherwise skip this
step.
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III. Scare Phase
Perform Scare tests as usual.

IV. Victory Phase
Check Victory Conditions as usual.

Double Activation
The Double Activation, which is usually reserved for AI Units, allows the related Unit to be
activated again in the same turn. It involves two cases:

Player Controlled
A player controls the Unit with Double
Activation:
After the first Activation is completed for
the Unit concerned, the player must choose
the Action card in the Idle card slot. If the
Unit has lost its Idle card, pick the first
card in the Unit’s Action card deck.
Discard the current Active card and replace
it with the selected one.
•

If the new Active card has an Initiative
score is equal or superior to the first
Active card, the Unit will perform its
second Activation last.

•

If the new Active card has an Initiative
score is inferior to the first Active card,
resume the course of the turn as usual.

AI Controlled
AI controls the Unit with Double Activation:
Among the Idle Action cards, randomly pick
one with lower Initiative than the Active
card (or equal if not possible). Replace the
Active card with the selected card and
resume the Unit Activation process.
Please note that it is much recommended
not to resort to Double Activation in Free
Play mode as it provides the Unit with too
great an advantage in some scenarios,
such as when escaping the board is a
Victory condition.
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Double Health Bar
Similar to the Double Activation, the Double Health Bar adds difficulty or compensates
for extra opponents.
Whenever a Unit with DoubleHealth Bar is Eliminated for the first time in the scenario,
reset its Health Bar to max Health (keep the Wound Condition card).
The Unit is not considered Eliminated for card trigger condition or Victory condition.
When the Unit reaches again zero Health points, it is Eliminated.
If the Unit with Double Health Bar is IA Unit, take all the Rampage AI Action cards of the
Unit that are set aside, the AI Action card deck, and the corresponding discard pile. Add
all the Rampage cards and remove each Regular card with a matching title. Reshuffle the
Action card deck and place it next to the Unit board.

Genetic Enhancement
Hybrid Dinosaurs like the Indominus rex have access to Hero cards with the
Genetic Enhancement keyword. These cards cannot be placed in the Hero card
deck. A Dinosaur cannot develop Genetic Enhancement during the game. These
are installed at the Deployment of Units and are effective for the scenario.
There are 2 types of Genetic Enhancement. They are both Permanent but one of them
requires the spending of Adrenaline to activate an Effect. Each time the player who
controls the Unit wants to use the Genetic Enhancement Effect, he will have to pay the
indicated cost.
To obtain Genetic Enhancement, you can:
•

Spend Genetic Enhancement points obtained in the previous scenarios of the
Campaign.

and / or
•

Convert Unit points into Genetic Enhancement points (see Unit roster at the end of
this booklet).

Remember that Attack vs. Dodge and Attack vs. Armor are separate skill tests, if an effect
gives a bonus on one test, players will have to pay it twice to get it on both.
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Play Supremacy Campaign
Interlocked Campaign with Core Set
Supremacy expansion features a mini-campaign of seven scenarios. Each can be played as standalone or included in your campaign
from the core set. Each scenario indicates when it should be played during your campaign of Jurassic World Miniature Game™.
In Supremacy, one player embodies the Apex Predators, starting with the Indominus rex, while the other controls the opposing forces,
both Humans and Dinosaurs. The mighty Tyrannosaurus rex will react according to events.
For the Coop/Solo campaign, refer to the Coop/Solo section of each scenario for instructions.

Multiplayer
The campaign was designed to be played
with 2 players.
If you wish to increase the number of
players in this mini-campaign, Player 2 may
split his forces to include new Units from
your collection.
Compensate Player 1 with an equivalent
value in Unit points, or Genetic Enhancement
points to purchase Hero cards, Double
Activation, Double Health Bar, or Action
card Upgrades.	

Health Tracker
The Indominus rex is mighty but not
invulnerable. Its player will have to track
its Health Points from scenario to scenario.
Scenario’s Results section provides
instructions on the number of Health
points recovered depending on the fulfilled
Objectives.
Unless specified in the scenario rules, any
Wound card received during the scenario is
discarded.

Experience Points and Unit Roster Value
Like in the core set campaign, Experience
points earned during the campaign are used
to purchase Action card Upgrades. (Refer to
the Rulebook’s Deckbuilding section p10)

Unit point value, like in the Core Set scenario
booklet, allows contenders to build up a
force of Dinosaurs and Humans from their
collection.

A player must spend Experience points
as much as the upgrade cost to purchase
one copy of the card. For instance, the
upgraded version of Tyrannosaurus’ Action
card, “Thunderous charge”, requires
three Upgrade points. Therefore, it may
be purchased by spending three Upgrade
points.

Each player’s Unit Roster must not exceed
the agreed value and should not be less than
10% to maintain the challenge. The Units
selected must not violate the restrictions
indicated in the scenario, which are mainly
related to the movie scripts and also to
balance out the game.

Experience points are not considered in
the Unit Roster value, and unless specified,
Action card Upgrades cannot be purchased
with Unit points. However, players may
agree altogether to ignore this rule for
Multiplayer purposes or to balance out a
one-sided campaign. Scenarios provide
instructions for specific cases.

Of course, players are free to apply to a
disadvantage to themselves.
Player 2 adds up the total Experience points
they earned in the Supremacy Campaign
(not the Core Set) and may spend them to
replace the Action cards of their respective
Units by their upgraded version.

AI Units in Campaign Mode
When playing Coop or Solo mode in the
campaign, the AI Unit also gains Experience
points. Record the gains in Experience
points / Genetic Enhancement points after
each scenario in the Campaign Log.
After every three Experience points or
Genetic Enhancement point earned by an
AI Unit, gather all the Rampage AI Action
card of the Unit, and draw one randomly.
Add this card to the AI Action card deck of
the Unit to start the scenario with. Replace
the Regular card with the matching title.
Note the card name on the Campaign Log.
When players are added, the AI Unit may
purchase Genetic Enhancement cards or
upgrade like Double Health Bar or Double
Activation. The players choose which ones
so that the AI Unit is as close as possible
to the agreed Unit Roster value.
It is recommended that players adjust
the agreed Unit Roster value to give a fair
chance to the AI Unit they are confronting.
Please bear in mind that during the
campaign, a player may take control of the
Indominus rex from AI’s “hands.” Set aside
all the AI cards, and the player may make
Hero cards with Genetic Enhancement
corresponding to the amount garnered by
the AI.
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1. ACU Not Responding
Card deck
recommendations
ACTION DECK
INDOMINUS REX: Chained kill (x2),
Clenching rush (x2), Dreadful
roar (x2), Furious Sprint (x2),
Gaping maw (x2), Hit and run (x2),
Lightning run (x2), Quick bite (x2),
Stalking pace (x2),Trample (x2)
ACU: Aimed shot (x2), Brace and
Shoot (x2), Consolidate (x2),
Counter strike (x2), Dash (x2), Fire
at will (x2), Hit and run (x2),
Observe (x2), Quick shot (x2),
Suppressing fire (x2)

HERO DECK
INDOMINUS REX:
Aggressiveness (x2), Aim for
the head (x1), Brute Force (x2),
Exceptional agility (x2), Fast
metabolism (x2), Ignore the
pain (x2), Outstanding deed (x2),
Relentless hunter (x2), She is killing
for sport (x2), She is still in the
paddock (x2), The kids? This will
give parents nightmares (x1)
ACU: Aggressiveness (x2),
Aim the weak spot (x2), Ammo
pack (x1), Exceptional agility (x2),
Extraordinary luck (x1), Hide
your smell (x1), Impressive
marksmanship (x2), Outstanding
deed (x2), Prowess (x1),
Strong sedative (x2), Tactical
reassessment (x2), To nimble to
catch (x2)
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Play this scenario before Scenario 1 of the Core Set campaign.

Introduction
The Asset Containment Unit (ACU) is on its way to intercept the new asset who escaped
its paddock.
Two members of the personnel have already lost their lives, killed by the asset. There is
limited information available, and the target is extremely dangerous.

Unit Roster

Setup

PLAYER 1:
1 Indominus rex
Thermo-optical camouflage Hero card

Place Terrain Tiles as shown on the map.

PLAYER 2:
8 ACU members (2 Sergeants and 6 Troopers)
2 Sedative Rifles
2 Restraining net Throwers
1 4X4
1 Caiman Truck

Deploy Stealth Tokens first, and then deploy
all Units according to Unit Deployment
Rules.

Indominus rex’s
Deployment area

The Indominus rex is Stealthy at Deployment.

ACU’s
deployment
area

Special Rules

Coop/Solo

DEPLOYMENT:
Thermo-optical camouflage is active. Apply
Hero card effect during the Deployment.
ACU WEAPONS:
The weapons of the ACU are energy-based
and do not cause lethal damage. Damage is
dealt as normal and Eliminated means that
the Dinosaur is unconscious.

Player 1 is the AI.
Pick the AI Objective cards “Escape the
Board” and AI Action cards corresponding
to the Indominus rex.
Place three Stealth Tokens randomly
and face down in its Deployment area,
in separate hexagons and adjacent to a
Terrain Tile.
Randomly pick one Stealth Token of the
corresponding color and place it face up
on the Indominus Unit board.

Victory Conditions
The game ends as soon as one of the
Victory conditions is fulfilled.
PLAYER 1:
Eliminate ACU units or Escape the board
through ACU’s Deployment area.
PLAYER 2:
Escape the board through Indominus rex’s
Deployment area.

Ignore the AI’s Initiative phase procedure
during the game until one Stealth Token is
revealed.

Free-play Mode
PLAYER 1:
230 to 240 Unit points
PLAYER 2:
75 to 90 Unit points

Players 3 and 4 may side with Player 2
with the same quantity of Unit points
as their ally.
For each extra player the Indominus
gets an additional 35 Unit points.

Once the first Stealth Token is revealed,
pick the AI action card “Camouflaged”
and place it as the Active card of the
Indominus rex.
Resume the standard AI Unit management
procedure described in “Coop/Solo & AI
Management” p6.
REVEALING THE INDOMINUS REX:
In addition to having a valid Line of Sight,
ACU Units must be at
to Reveal a
Stealth Token.

Scenario Results
THE INDOMINUS IS ELIMINATED OR
SEDATED

THE INDOMINUS REX ELIMINATES ALL
ACU OR ESCAPES THE BOARD

Player 1: The Indominus rex recovers 4

.

Player 1 gains 1 Genetic Enhancement
point and the Indominus rex recovers full
Health.

Read: Against all the odds, the ACU
succeeds in sedating the asset. The
sedation seems to be barely working
though, as the metabolism of the animal is
intense. The ACU will have to stay focused
when it wakes up.

Read: The asset was too dangerous;
further loss of personnel is confirmed.
Worse still, the asset is still on the loose
and is now heading toward the park and its
visitors.

Next scenario:
4. “A Tough Wake Up”

Next scenario:
2. “The Ultimate Hunting Machine”

Player 2 gains 4 Experience points.

More ScenarioS AVAILABLE IN THE BOX
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Campaign Log
SCENARIO 1 ACU NOT RESPONDING

Humans and
Other Dinosaurs

Apex Predator

Result:

GENETIC ENHANCEMENTS/
EXPERIENCE POINTS

EXPERIENCE POINTS

SCENARIO 2
THE ULTIMATE KILLING MACHINE
Result:

CARD UPGRADES

CARD UPGRADES

SCENARIO 3 HUNTING IN THE JUNGLE
Result:

HEALTH POINT STATUS:

SCENARIO 4 A TOUGH WAKE UP
Result:

Coop/Solo
SCENARIO 5 FIGHT FOR SUPREMACY
Result:

SCENARIO 6
THE NEW RULER OF ISLA NUBLAR

Apex Predator
GENETIC ENHANCEMENTS/
EXPERIENCE POINTS

Humans and
Other Dinosaurs
EXPERIENCE POINTS

Result:

CARD UPGRADES

SCENARIO 7 MOUNT SIBO AWAKENS
Result:

HEALTH POINT STATUS:
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CARD UPGRADES

Unit Roster
Dinosaurs
Enhancements

INDOMINUS REX

Double Activation increases the
value of the Unit by 100 Unit points
Keywords: Apex Predator, Camouflage, Clawed, Cunning, Fearless,
Indomitable, Massive, Theropod
Special abilities:
Die-hard: When reduced to 3

, this Unit is Eliminated only by an

Indominus rex with
Double Activation: 330 Unit points
Tyrannosaurus rex with
Double Activation: 300 Unit points

attack removing at least 3
Predator: gains +1

per 2

removed from the target by the Unit

Double Health Bar increases the
value of the Unit by 70 Unit points
Indominus rex with
Double Health Bar: 300 Unit points

Unit: 1 miniature per Unit (230 Unit points)

Tyrannosaurus rex with
Double Health Bar: 270 Unit points

The increases are cumulative:

TYRANNOSAURUS REX

Indominus rex with Double
Activation and Double Health Bar:
400 Unit points

Keywords: Apex Predator, Fearless, Indomitable, Massive, Theropod

Tyrannosaurus rex with Double
Activation and Double Health Bar:
370 Unit points

Special abilities:
Frenzy: When the Unit is

, reduce all

the Action phase gains + 1

costs by 1, at the end of

but not further than the

symbol on

the Health points tracker
Predator: gains +1

per 2

removed from the target by the Unit

Unit: 1 miniature per Unit (200 Unit points)

New Faction Icons
Dinosaur
Carnivore
Tyrannosaurus rex
Raptor

Card Upgrades:
5 Unit Points = 1

Indominus rex

Genetic Enhancements:
2.5 Unit points = 1 Genetic Enhancement point

Point

2 Experience Points = 1

Point

1 Experience point = 1 Genetic Enhancement point

Hybrid
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